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Respecting planetary boundaries?
Swiss residents consume 
almost 3 x as many natural resources 
as globally available per capita. 

See 
http://www.footprintnetwork.org
also:
Jungbluth et al. 2011, 99
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Vision of the Swiss Cleantech 
Masterplan

Reduce resource consumption to a level that is 
compatible with nature („Footprint 1“)

 Your reaction? Will we get there?
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Going green: enhancing welfare while 
preserving our natural basis 

• No alternative to a Green Economy

• Policies contributing to a Green Economy

• Climate policy

• Nuclear phase-out/energy strategy 2050

• etc.

• Further action needed  Action Plan Green Economy
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Swiss policies for a Green Economy

• Action Plan 2010
• Masterplan Cleantech: enhancing innovation towards 

resource efficiency
• Market transparency in products’ induced pollution 

and resource use (product environmental footprint)
• Evaluate an ecological tax reform
• etc.

• Reporting & new Action Plan (forthcoming by the 
end of the 2012) with focus on
• Resource efficiency in production and consumption
• Raw materials and recycling
• Monitoring progress & stakeholder involvement
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Public Engagement for a Green Economy

• Business sector engagement
• Rio+20

• Civil movements
• Popular initiative for a for a constitutional 

amendment Green Economy submitted
• Initiative claim: reduction of the Swiss ecological 

footprint to “1 earth” in 2050

Popular initiative in Switzerland: direct-democratic tool for 
constitutional  amendments on which the Swiss population has 
to vote in a referendum
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Market transparency

Is this true and fair? Learn more about fairness in environmental 
information: 
www.bafu.admin.ch/uw-1119-e
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Swiss Green Economy Policy and Forests

While Swiss forestry (policy) has a long tradition in 
respecting nature‘s capacity to renew itself, 
this is not true for Swiss consumption.

Impact on global forests is alarming.

 Swiss Green Economy policy 
does not specifically focus on 
forestry, but nevertheless it is 
relevant for (global) forests.

Thank you for your attention


